Comprehensive can be effective: the influence of coverage with a health centre network on the hospitalisation patterns in the rural area of Kasongo, Zaire.
This study analyses routine data from Kasongo, Zaire in order to assess the influence of coverage with a network of health centres delivering primary care on hospitalisation patterns. Admission rates are 2.1 times higher for non-covered than for covered areas. For non-justified hospitalisations (false positives) distance decay is marked both in covered and non-covered areas, but at consistently lower levels in covered areas. For justified hospitalisations (true positives), hospitalisation rates are markedly lower in covered than in non-covered areas if one considers areas with reasonable (less than 40-50 km) access to the hospital. In more remote areas the relationship is inversed, and populations from non-covered areas do not use the hospital at all, whilst some people from covered areas do reach the hospital. Reduction of hospitalisation rates is for diseases for which standardised technical solutions of known efficacy are available at the health centres. Hospitalisation rates for the diseases usually targetted by selective PHC programmes are reduced by 86% in the covered areas as compared to the non-covered areas. Reduction in hospitalisation rates for those diseases accounts for 29% of the total coverage-related reduction.